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The history of consumption has become intertwined
with transnational and global history, as can be seen in
the recently published overview by Frank Trentmann[1]
as well as in the historiographies of specific goods.[2] The
collection of essays under review is a result of an international conference held by the German Historical Institutes of London, Washington, and Moscow in 2013 and
is devoted to the transnational history of consumption
in World War II. In his succinct introduction, Hartmut
Berghoff argues that the experience of total war meant
more than just an interruption of the path toward a consumer society, but rather formed an important part in its
development. All of the countries engaged in the war
(with the possible exception of the Soviet Union) faced
similar challenges, not only in feeding the civilian population, but also in appeasing the growing demands of
consumers who had grown accustomed to a certain standard of living in the interwar years.

tions are not ordered according to countries, but to subjects, which invites the reader to compare the individual
cases. The first part is devoted to food procurement, the
second to advertising and the media, the third to fashion, and the fourth to the legacy of the war. This order
appears logical and only the inclusion of Nicole PetrickFelber s essay on the Nazi tobacco policy in part 1 (food
procurement) seems odd.

The contributions contain much that is known, but
also a lot of new material and fresh ideas that derive from
the book s comparative focus. The essays on Japanese
and German commercial advertisements during the war
by Pamela Swett and Annika Culver, for example, illustrate an interesting difference: whereas in Germany, advertisers avoided war topics or alluded to them in an indirect way, Japanese advertisers tried to appeal directly
to the consumers patriotism by praising the army and
depicting soldiers or machine guns. Similar contrasts apThe collection of essays discusses the experience of parently existed in fashion: civilian clothing in the Soviet
the home front in Germany, the United States, Canada, Union was influenced by military styles, whereas GerJapan, and the Soviet Union. Most of the contributions, man fashion magazines and movies ignored the war (Mila
however, focus on one country. Only Jan Logemann s Ganeva, Sergey Zhuravlev). Different strategies for ecoessay discusses the transnational connections between nomic development after the war existed as well, as Betthe United States and western Europe. In turn, the vol- tina Liverant demonstrates. The Canadian government
ume is more comparative in a traditional sense, rather tried to steer a middle path between British austerity and
than following the trend toward transnational history, American liberalization.
which has focused on examining transnational connecThe central thesis of the book is formulated in a contions and movements. This is not necessarily a disadvancluding chapter by Frank Trentmann. He argues that the
tage. The collected essays demonstrate a high quality of
war “put in play dynamics that would be of enormous
scholarship that certainly justifies reading the book. It
is not clear, however, why other countries such as Italy, significance for the postwar years, changing the qualFrance, or China have not been included. The contribu- ity as well as the quantity of consumption” (p. 333). He
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cites the diffusion of new products and styles through the
military, the change of tastes, and the increase in public spending as examples. This is certainly an interesting
suggestion to regard the war years as more than just an
interruption on the path to consumer society. However,
the thesis as formulated by Trentmann seems a bit exaggerated. Certainly, as Uwe Spiekermann demonstrates
for Germany, the spread of convenience food after the
war owed much to wartime research on food processing. But does this really mean that the postwar world
of mass consumption would have looked entirely different without the war effort? This appears to be overstated.
In some ways, the war was not as important a factor as
Trentmann claims. Oleg Khlevniuk argues, for example,
that in the Soviet Union the death of Stalin and the ensuing transformation of communist rule into a “softer” dictatorship was more important than either the beginning
or the end of the war. Still, the volume presents some

stimulating new research that can be recommended to all
students of twentieth-century Germany or the history of
consumption more generally.
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